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ABSTRACT

tions. Learning occurs via a reward function providing a
numerical feedback to the agent after each transition from
one state to another. An optimal policy, which should be
the result of the learning process, leads to the highest cumulative reward in average. This paradigm is very attractive
to learn optimal behaviors in a model-free manner, which
allows dealing with complex systems (such as HMI where
the human is in the loop and hard to model). Yet, correctly
defining the reward function so that it leads to the desired
behavior remains a tricky task. For this reason, Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) [19] received a lot of attention
recently, including in HMI [15, 5, 16], and many algorithms
can now be found in the literature [1, 6, 12]. IRL consists
of finding the reward optimised by an expert that provides
optimal demonstrations. Yet, these algorithms require numerous expert demonstrations, some of them have to solve
the direct RL problem many times [1] or also require many
non-expert (and if possible random) trajectories to estimate
the dynamics [6]. It is often hard and potentially impossible
to comply with these requirements, especially when dealing
with human experts. Collecting enough expert demonstrations is time consuming and expensive. Besides, it is also
hard for a person to consciously act sub-optimally on demand and, above all, randomly so as to cover the widest
range of possible behaviors. This is even more difficult when
facing other persons (in the case of HMI problems).
In this paper, we study a different setting for IRL based
on scored trajectories and especially an associated algorithm
based on the minimisation of the distance between actual
and predicted scores [7]. In this paradigm, a database of trajectories is first collected. Each trajectory can be obtained
by applying any policy (optimal or not). Each trajectory is
then annotated a posteriori in terms of global performance
by an external expert, who might be error-prone. This is
a very practical setting where no expert is needed during
the collection of trajectories and there is no requirement on
their quality. The expert’s job is reduced since s/he only has
to rate trajectories instead of providing optimal decisions in
each state. It also applies in tasks where only subjective ratings can be obtained, which is often the case for HMI [14],

This paper reports theoretical and empirical results obtained
for the score-based Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) algorithm. It relies on a non-standard setting for IRL consisting of learning a reward from a set of globally scored trajectories. This allows using any type of policy (optimal or not)
to generate trajectories without prior knowledge during data
collection. This way, any existing database (like logs of systems in use) can be scored a posteriori by an expert and used
to learn a reward function. Thanks to this reward function,
it is shown that a near-optimal policy can be computed. Being related to least-square regression, the algorithm (called
SBIRL) comes with theoretical guarantees that are proven
in this paper. SBIRL is compared to standard IRL algorithms on synthetic data showing that annotations do help
under conditions on the quality of the trajectories. It is also
shown to be suitable for real-world applications such as the
optimisation of a spoken dialogue system.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement Learning (RL) has seen a growing interest this last decade both from a theoretical and a practical
point of view, especially in the domain of Human-Machine
Interaction (HMI) where it is now part of the state of the
art [20, 13, 24]. In this paradigm, an agent steps from states
to states in an environment of unknown dynamics by selecting actions. The action selection process is encoded in a
so-called policy, which is a mapping between states and acAppears in: Proceedings of the 15th International Conference
on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS 2016),
J. Thangarajah, K. Tuyls, C. Jonker, S. Marsella (eds.),
May 9–13, 2016, Singapore.
Copyright c 2016, International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and
Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.
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or where a set of unreliable data already exists (such as Mechanical Turk data collection).
Compared to preference-based reinforcement learning [2],
this method doesn’t require a user to explicitly compare each
pair of trajectories in the database and therefore results in a
lighter effort for the expert. Yet, each trajectory is implicitly
compared to all the others through the scores which results
in additional information. Moreover, preference-based RL
learns a policy, not a reward whereas learning a reward is
the purpose of this paper. Indeed, we argue that IRL is
a technique which has many advantages such as the transferability to other environments [17] or the ability for the
agent to learn online by reinforcement after the reward has
been computed, making the policy improve with time. In
addition, in the domain of HMI, collecting expert ratings is
common and well-researched [14, 8]
It is important to notice that global scores cannot be used
directly as rewards (for instance on the final state). Indeed,
similar scores can be associated to very different trajectories,
finishing on the same state, but having different lengths for
instance. Scores must thus be considered as a value associated to the global trajectory. In practice, the IRL problem
is cast into a special case of least-square regression and thus
results in a very efficient method (renamed SBIRL for Scorebased IRL instead of Distance-Minimisation IRL), robust to
noisy scoring and coming with theoretical guarantees. Especially, the error propagation analysis is an original contribution of this paper which is accompanied by a finite-sample
analysis relying on very recent results on linear least-square
estimation. The practical properties of the algorithm are
studied on synthetic problems as well as on a real-world
application: the optimisation of a spoken dialogue system
strategy.

2.

where
i
hi = (si0 , . . . , siTi ) = (sij )Tj=0

is a trajectory of length Ti +1 and vi is the score (seen as the
discounted sum of rewards of hi ) given by a human expert
for this trajectory. Notice that we do not make any specific
assumption about how the trajectory is generated (except
that it is a trajectory obtained by applying successively Ti
actions on encountered states, next states being drawn according to the dynamics). Trajectories in the dataset are
assumed independently and identically distributed (which
does not mean that states of a given trajectory are independent, obviously). For a given trajectory h = (st )Tt=0 and
a given reward rθ , the discounted sum of rewards can be
written as
T
X
t=0

=E

∞
X

γ t φ(st ).

t=0

R(θ) = E[(V − θ> µ(H))2 ].

(1)

The joint distribution on V (scores) and µ(H) (mappings
of histories) is imposed: it is the distribution used to sample the dataset D. Given any procedure that asymptotically
minimises risk (1), and denoting by θn the estimate computed from the dataset D, we obtain an estimate rθn of the
reward. For example, the SBIRL algorithm estimates the reward by solving the following linear least-squares problem:

FORMAL DESCRIPTION

"

T
X

We interpret the scores given by the human expert as noisy
estimates of the discounted sum of rewards of the associated
trajectories. The expert is thus not assumed to give perfect
scores but is error-prone. The problem thus consists of regressing the scores vi on the mappings of the histories µ(hi ).
Formally, we require that the underlying procedure asymptotically minimizes the risk based on the classic `2 -loss:

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a tuple {S, A, P, γ, r}
where S is the state space, A is the finite action space,
P (ds0 |s, a) the Markovian transition kernel on S, γ ∈ (0, 1)
the discount factor and r : S → R the (bounded) reward
function. A policy is a mapping π : S → A. For a policy π,
we define the transition kernel Pπ (ds0 |s) = P (ds0 |s, π(s)).
The quality of a policy is quantified by the related value
function, that associates to each state the expected discounted sum of rewards received from starting in state s
and following the policy π:
vπr (s)

γ t rθ (st ) = θ> µ(h) with µ(h) =

θn = argmin
θ∈Rd

n
2
1X
vi − θ> µ(hi )
n
i=1

n

=

1X
µ(hi )µ(hi )>
n
i=1

!−1

n
1X
µ(hi )vi ,
n

(2)

i=1

Pn

assuming that the matrix n1
µ(hi )µ(hi )> is invertible
i=1
(ordinary least-squares). If this is not the case, one can use
for example `2 -regularisation [22] or `1 -regularisation [21],
among others. Hence, given a set of trajectories scored by a
human expert, we have a reward estimate rθn . In the next
section, we analyze the quality of this reward.

#
t

γ r(St )|S0 = s, St+1 ∼ Pπ (.|St ) .

t=0

3.

An optimal policy π∗r (with respect to the reward r) is such
that the related value function vπr ∗r = v∗r satisfies componentwise v∗r ≥ vπr , for any policy π.
In this work, the true reward r is unknown and has to
be estimated. To do so, we adopt a linear parameterisation
of the reward and we assume the availability of a set of
trajectories scored by a human expert. More formally, the
reward is parameterised by a feature vector φ : S → Rd ,

ANALYSIS

To study the estimate rθn , we assume that the scores provided by the expert correspond to a discounted cumulative
sum of rewards, up to some noise η, for a reward function
that lies in the hypothesis space H = {θ> φ(s), θ ∈ Rd }.
Assumption 1
There exists a vector parameter θ∗ ∈ Rd and a centered noise
η such that for any trajectory h = (st )Tt=0 and any associated
score v, one has

rθ (s) = θ> φ(s).
The available data is a set

v=
D = {(hi , vi )1≤i≤n },

T
X
t=0
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γ t rθ∗ (st ) + η(h).

Theorem 2 shows that, if the error  is small, the optimal policy with respect to the learned reward function will
be close to the optimal policy with respect to the unknown
reward (closeness being measured in terms of value functions). There is an additional multiplicative term compared
to Th. 1. The concentrability coefficient Cπ measures the
dissimilarity between the distribution of data ν and the distribution (1 − γ)ν 0 (I − γPπ )−1 , the γ-weighted occupancy
measure induced by policy π when the initial state is sampled from ν 0 (the distribution of interest for controlling the
value function) and the coefficient (1 − γ)−1 is the average optimisation horizon. Both terms are standard when
bounding value functions.

Under this assumption, the minimiser of risk (1) is
θ∗ = argmin R(θ) = A−1 b,
θ∈Rd

with A = E[µ(H)µ(H)> ] and b = E[µ(H)V ],
assuming that the matrix A is invertible. First, we assume
that the estimator θn satisfies (with high probability) that
R(θn ) ≤ R(θ∗ ) + ,
for some error . Then, we instantiate the related results in
the case of ordinary least-squares.

3.1

Propagation of errors

First, we want to control the risk Eν [(rθ∗ (S) − rθn (S))2 ]
for some distribution ν over states.

3.2

A finite sample analysis

In this section, we provide a finite sample analysis in the
case where θn ∈ Rd is the ordinary linear least-squares estimate of Eq. (2), based on the bound of [11]. For this, we
need some technical assumptions.

Theorem 1 (Propagation of errors: rewards)
Write λm the minimum eigenvalue of E[µ(H)µ(H)> ] and
λM the maximum eigenvalue of Eν [φ(S)φ(S)> ]. Assume
that θn satisfies

Assumption 2
The noise is subgaussian: there exists σ ≥ 0 such that, almost surely, for all λ ∈ R,

R(θn ) ≤ R(θ∗ ) + ,
then the associated reward satisfies

E[eλη(H) |H] ≤ e

λM
Eν [(rθ∗ (S) − rθn (S)) ] ≤
.
λm
2

1

kA− 2 µ(H)k2
√
≤ ρ.
d

Theorem 1 shows that if  is small, the estimated reward
rθn will be close to the true reward rθ∗ . However, we are
r
ultimately interested in computing an optimal policy π∗θn
(optimal policy relatively to the reward rθn ) for the control
problem at hand. The question we answer now is: how close
r
to optimal is the policy π∗θn respectively to the one of the
∗
true reward πrθ∗ ? To do so, we bound the quantity
r

rθ∗
rθ
π∗ n

The subgaussian assumption is easily satisfied if the scores
provided by the expert and the basis functions are bounded
(in this case, the noise is bounded, and a bounded random
variable is subgaussian [10]). The other assumption corresponds to condition 1 of [11]. For example, if for any s ∈ S
we have

(S))2 ],

kφ(s)k∞ ≤ φmax ,

states being sampled according to an arbitrary distribution
ν 0 of interest (possibly different from the distribution ν).
Before stating the result, we provide some notations. For
a distribution ν and a function f ∈ RS , we write

then almost surely we have
kµ(H)k2 ≤

νf = Eν [f (S)].

Therefore, νQ is a distribution such that

Corollary 1
Let δ be such that

EνQ [f ] = Eν [Qf ] = ES∼ν [ES 0 ∼Q(.|S) ][f (S 0 )].
Theorem 2 (Propagation of errors: values)
For a policy π, define Cπ as the smallest coefficient such
that

ln

n ≥ 6ρ2 d ln

Assume that θn satisfies R(θn ) ≤ R(θ∗ ) + , then the associated value satisfies



2
rθ (S)) ] ≤
n

π∗

2 Cπ∗ + Cπrθn
(1 − γ)2

9d
,
δ

then with probability at least 1 − δ we have



∗

9
> max(0, 2.6 − ln d).
δ

If assumptions 1 and-2 hold and if

(1 − γ)ν 0 (I − γPπ )−1 ≤ Cπ ν.

rθ∗

φmax
√
.
(1 − γ) λm

ρ≥

[Qf ](s) = EQ(.|s) [f (S 0 )].

r

√
d
φmax
1−γ

and the assumption holds for

For a stochastic kernel Q, we have

Eν 0 [(v∗θ∗ (S) − v

.

Moreover, there exists a finite ρ ≥ 1 such that, almost surely,

Proof. The proof is provided in the appendix.

Eν 0 [(v∗θ∗ (S) − v

λ2 σ 2
2

Eν [(rθ∗ (S) − rθn (S))2 ] ≤

λM
.
λm

2
λM σ (d + 2
λm

Proof. The proof is provided in the appendix.
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p

d ln
n

9
δ

+ 2 ln 9δ )

+o

1
.
n

 

Under the same assumptions, w.p. at least 1 − δ:
r
Eν 0 [(v∗θ∗ (S)

−v



2 Cπ∗ + Cπrθn
∗

(1 − γ)2

rθ∗

rθ
π∗ n

bounded as follows

(S))2 ] ≤


2
λM σ (d + 2
λm

0≤

p

d ln
n

9
δ

+ 2 ln 9δ )

1
= 10.
1−γ

As we choose finite MDPs, a canonical choice of features
φ is the tabular basis φ : S → RNS where φ(s) ∈ RNS is a
vector which is null excepted in s where it is equal to 1.
The strategy chosen to generate a trajectory h of random length in a Garnet following a policy π consists of first
choosing randomly and uniformly a starting state s0 ∈ S.
Then, starting from s0 we apply, with probability (1 − p)
(p ∈ (0, 1)), the policy π to the current state si in order
to go to the next state si+1 and with probability p we stop
the trajectory. Doing so, we obtain a trajectory h = (st )Tt=0
where the length of the trajectory T + 1 is a geometrically
distributed random variable: for all k ∈ N∗ ,

This result mainly tells that in the case of ordinary leastsquares, we have  = O( nd ), and thus the rates for the errors
of the reward and of the value (of the optimal policy) are
the same, up to the additional constants arising because of
error propagation. Since d is the number of features and n
the number of trajectories, this gives an idea of the amount
of data required to attain a given accuracy (however, notice
that the concentrability coefficients can be hardly estimated,
a standard problem in reinforcement learning). A wiser (but
much more difficult) analysis would take into account the
number of transitions instead of the number of trajectories,
yet this is beyond the scope of this paper.

P r(T = k) = (1 − p)k−1 p, E[T ] =

1−p
1
and V ar[T ] =
.
p
p2

We choose this strategy because it is easy to implement and
allows us to control the mean of the length of the trajectories.
Finally, to give a score to a trajectory h = (st )Tt=0 , we
proceed as follows. Let η be a Gaussian distributed and real
valued random variable with mean ν = 0 and variance σ 2
(η ∼ N (0, σ 2 )), the score of the trajectory h is

EXPERIMENTS

Experiments are organised in two sets. The first set is
executed on synthetic data, i.e. randomly-constructed finite MDPs called Garnets [3, 17, 18]. We lead three main
canonical experiments aiming at supporting the theoretical
results. First, we verify the improvement in performance of
SBIRL when the number of trajectories grows. Second, we
evaluate the sensitivity to the noise η. Third, we determine
if sampling the trajectories with an expert or a random policy influences the performance of SBIRL and compare with
standard IRL methods provided with the same data. In a
second set of experiments, we investigate the suitability of
SBIRL for real-world problems by applying it to the optimisation of spoken dialogue system management.

4.1

γ t r(st ) ≤

t=0

1
+o
.
n

 

Proof. The proof is provided in the appendix.

4.

T
X

v(h) = d

T
X
t=0

γ t r(st ) + ηc =

T
X

γ t r(st ) + η + ηq ,

t=0

where dxc is the nearest integer from x and ηq is a quantification noise which is supposed to be a uniformly distributed random variable of mean µ = 0 and variance σ 2 =
1
. We deliberately add a quantification noise in order to
12
model the fact that experts are often asked to use an integer
scale. More precisely, we have seen that the choice of the
reward r and the discount factor γ imposes, for a trajectory h = (st )Tt=0 , that the non-perturbed score is bounded:
PT
1
0≤
γ t r(st ) ≤ 1−γ
= 10. Thus, we have constructed
t=0
the score v(h) such that it models the choice of a score in
the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , 10}.

Experiments on Garnets

In this section, experiments are done on a set of artificially built MDPs so as to support the theoretical findings.
Testing SBIRL requires three key elements: first, to build
a finite MDP; second, to generate trajectories of random
lengths in this MDP; and finally, to score these trajectories
with a given noise η. Garnets [3] are an abstract class of finite MDPs, easy to build. Here, we consider a special case of
Garnets specified by three parameters: (NS , NA , NB ). Parameters NS and NA are respectively the number of states
NA
S
and of actions. Thus, S = (si )N
i=1 and A = (ai )i=1 are, respectively, the state and action spaces. The parameter NB
(NB ≤ NS ), called the branching factor, defines for each
pair (s, a) the number of next states. NB states are drawn
uniformly and without replacement from S and form the set
B
of next states of (s, a) noted Ss,a = (s0i )N
i=1 . Then, to define
the Markovian kernel P , for each state-action (s,a), we draw
randomly and uniformly in [0, 1] NB − 1 cutting points. Let
B −1
us note (pi )N
this set of cutting points sorted in increasi=1
ing order, p0 = 0 and pNB = 1. To completely define the
dynamics, one assigns P (s0i |s, a) according to the following
rule: ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , NB }, P (s0i |s, a) = pi − pi−1 . Finally,
for each state s ∈ S, the reward r(s) is drawn randomly
and uniformly in [0, 1], and γ = 0.9. This choice imposes
that the non-perturbed score of a trajectory h = (st )Tt=0 is

4.1.1

Performance evaluation of SBIRL

So as to evaluate the SBIRL performance, we want first to
measure the mean performance of this algorithm over several Garnets when the number of trajectories, NT , grows. To
G
do so, we create (Gq )N
q=1 Garnets of size (NS = 100, NA =
5, NB = 10) where we compute an optimal policy πqe w.r.t the
real reward rq of Gq via the policy iteration algorithm. For
each Gq and each iteration j ∈ {1, . . . , NIt } (NIt = 10),
T
we generate NT trajectories (hi )N
i=1 according to a random
policy πr (at each state s, the probability to choose action
a is N1A ) with p = 0.01 such that the mean length is around
100. We compute, for each trajectory the score v(hi ) with
η ∼ N (0, σ 2 = 1). Here, the standard deviation of the
noise represents 10% of the maximum non perturbed-score
achievable by a trajectory. Thus, for each Gq , each iteration j and a given number of trajectories NT , we obtain a
T
set (hi , vi = v(hi ))N
i=1 that we user as an input for SBIRL
which outputs the reward rq,j . If π∗q,j is the optimal policy
w.r.t rq,j , then the performance of SBIRL is measured via
the normalised error between the value functions (w.r.t rq )
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r

of πqe and π∗q,j :
r

Tq,j (NT ) = kvπqqe − v

rq
rq,j

π∗

r

k2 kvπqqe k−1
2 ,

where k.k2 is the Euclidean norm. The lower the error, the
better the performance. Finally, the mean error T (NT ) is
the mean of the
(Tq,j (NT ))1≤j≤10
1≤q≤50 .
In Fig. 1, we plot the SBIRL error, T (NT ), where NT varies
from 100 to 1000 and the error corresponding to the random
policy. We observe, as predicted by the analysis, that the
error converges to zero as NT grows.
Another interesting aspect to evaluate is the tolerance of
our method to the noise η ∼ N (0, σ) over a number of Garnets. In order to evaluate this aspect, we realise exactly the
same experiment as before except that NT is fixed to 500
and σ (standard deviation of the noise) is now the varying
parameter. For each Gq , each iteration j and for a given
σ, SBIRL outputs the reward rq,j and the error Tq,j (σ) of
SBIRL is defined as before. The mean error T (σ) is the
mean of the

Figure 2: SBIRL error as σ grows

(Tq,j (σ))1≤j≤10
1≤q≤50 .

could range from optimal to random policies. More preT
cisely, the trajectories (hi )N
i=1 are sampled according to a
n
noisy-expert policy π (β) where β ∈ [0, 1] and given as an
input to SBIRL and two IRL algorithms which are Projection [1] and SCIRL [12]. To do so, dβNS c states are drawn
randomly without replacement from S. On those states,
π n (β) is random and on the others, π n (β) is optimal. We
perform the same experiment as before except that NT is
fixed to 300 and 500, NIt = 3 and the sampling policy, for
each Gq , is πqn (β). For each Gq , each iteration j and for a
A
with an
given β, each algorithm A outputs the reward rq,j
A
A
error Tq,j (β). The mean error T (β) is the mean of the

In Fig. 2, we plot the SBIRL error, T (σ), where σ varies
from 0 to 5 which represents 50% of the maximum nonperturbed score given to a trajectory. We observe that the
performance is good when the noise is low and deteriorates
as the noise gets bigger which is also observed in the bound
of Corollary 1. We also remark that the standard deviation
of the error, which appears as a shade in Fig. 2, gets bigger
as the noise increases.

A
(Tq,j
(β))1≤j≤3
1≤q≤50 .

In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), errors are plot w.r.t β (proportion of random vs optimal policy) varying from 0 to 1 for
NT = 300 and NT = 500 respectively. When NT = 300,
the collected trajectories must be optimal on approximately
60% (β = 0.4) of states for Projection and 40% (β = 0.6)
for SCIRL to achieve the same result as SBIRL. And, when
NT = 500, the collected trajectories must be optimal on approximately 80% (β = 0.2) of states for Projection and 55%
(β = 0.45) for SCIRL to achieve the same result as SBIRL.
This shows that when NT grows, the data should be of high
quality to reach the level of performance of SBIRL. So, according to the amount of available data, their reliability has
to be assessed so as to decide whether directly using IRL or
spending time for annotations and use SBIRL.

4.2

Figure 1: SBIRL error as NT grows

4.1.2

Application to Spoken Dialogue Systems

Here, SBIRL is applied to the optimization of a spoken dialogue system (SDS) implementing an appointment scheduling task. This experiment is mainly proposed to show the
suitability of SBIRL for use in a real-world problem. Of
course we do not have information about the quality of the
scores or the noise and we do not study the sensitivity to
these variables here.
An SDS is an HMI which converses in spoken natural language with users. Speech is transcribed to the machine by
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). A dialogue is mod-

Comparison to IRL

This experiment is designed to provide insights about how
unreliable (w.r.t an optimal policy) the data should be to
require annotation, preventing the use of standard IRL. To
compare IRL to SBIRL, we need to generate near-optimal
trajectories to simulate a wide range of expertise levels. To
do so, we consider a noisy expert where the noise is controlled by a parameter β such that the generated policy
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Policy
Handcrafted
SBIRL 500
SBIRL 1000
SBIRL 1500

Score
8.266 ± 0.008
8.373 ± 0.006
8.424 ± 0.006
8.446 ± 0.005

#turns
6.547 ± 0.036
5.568 ± 0.035
4.938 ± 0.027
4.776 ± 0.025

#ASR rejections
0.73 ± 0.008
0.541 ± 0.006
0.469 ± 0.005
0.44 ± 0.005

Task Completion
0.878 ± 0.006
0.796 ± 0.001
0.791 ± 0.001
0.79 ± 0.001

Table 1: Performance of the handcrafted and SBIRL policies in the appointment scheduling simulations.

each dialogue, the user had a two-week calendar and was
asked to set an appointment at one of the available slots on
the calendar. There was always only one slot available for
both the system and the user so each dialogue needed several
turns of negotiation to find the convenient appointment. After each dialogue, users were asked to fill in a questionnaire
and rate the dialogue on a scale of 1 to 10. We trained an
ordinal logistic regression model on these ratings and computed the score of new dialogues based on the numbers of
dialogue turns and ASR rejections, the average ASR confidence score and task completion.
The system Sys and the user Usr have 30 time slots in
common. Each slot is composed of a day of the week, the
day number and an hour. Usr and Sys have different preferences concerning these slots. This is modeled by uniformly
drawing in [0, 1] two values, v Usr (sli ) for Usr and v Sys (sli )
for Sys, for each slot sli . These values are drawn at the
beginning of each dialogue and Usr is set to only accept
the 5 slots with the highest values. If Sys proposes one of
these slots, Usr accepts it, otherwise s/he suggests one. Sys
might ask Usr to confirm the last utterance it understood.
For an implicit confirmation, Sys repeats the utterance and
then moves on with the dialogue. If the utterance is correct, Usr does not say anything. Otherwise, s/he barges
in before Sys has moved on and repeats the correct utterance. For an explicit confirmation, Sys asks Usr whether
the understood utterance is correct or not. Usr then either
confirms or repeats the correct utterance. Usr also repeats
the last utterance if Sys informs her/him that the utterance
was not understood (ASR rejection) or if one of the three
elements of the slot was not understood. Each dialogue begins by a proposition by Sys. Then, during the dialogue,
when there is no ASR problem, Sys can choose between 4
actions: accept a slot, refuse and propose another slot, ask
for an implicit confirmation and ask for an explicit confirmation. A dialogue ends when one participant has accepted
the other’s proposition. Sys proposes slots in decreasing
order of v Sys (sli ). ASR confidence scores were simulated
with a word error rate of 10%. The score was computed by
drawing from a normal distribution N (−1, 1) in the case of
a misrecognition (N (1, 1) otherwise) and by then applying
the sigmoid function to this value. The threshold for ASR
rejection was set to 0.5.
For evaluation purposes, SBIRL was applied to simulated
dialogues with a uniformly random policy. Given sli the selected slot, task completion was defined as v Usr (sli ) + 0.5 ×
v Sys (sli ). The state space was composed of the latest User
Dialogue Act (UDA, for instance ACCEPT) as well as the
numbers of dialogue turns and ASR rejections, the average ASR confidence score and the value v Sys (sli ) of the slot
sli being currently discussed. The state space was built by
applying entropy-based discretisation [9] with these parameters on the random corpus and then by aggregating the re-

(a) SBIRL vs IRL (NT = 300)

(b) SBIRL vs IRL (NT = 500)
Figure 3: SBIRL vs IRL

eled as a sequence of turns, a turn starting at the beginning
of each user utterance. The dialogue manager is the component of the SDS that chooses what the machine should
say after each user utterance. To do so, it keeps track of
the dialogue context. This process is modeled as an MDP
where a state s encodes the current dialogue context and
an action a represents a System Dialogue Act (SDA). An
SDA describes the meaning of an utterance at the level of
illocutionary force [4].
Unlike [7] which simulated dialogues, this experiment relies on interactions collected using an actual SDS. Scores are
computed thanks to annotations given by real users. The
collected corpus, DINASTI [8], contains 1734 dialogues. For
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Assumption 2
The noise is subgaussian: there exists σ ≥ 0 such that, almost surely, for all λ ∈ R,

sulting intervals. We performed 100 runs on 500, 1000 and
1500 dialogues. For each run, we computed the state space,
ran SBIRL and then learnt a policy with the new reward
function. On average, the state space had respectively 48.5,
71.8 and 79.5 states. The learning algorithm was SARSA
with -greedy exploration, where  was set to 0.01. The
learning factor α was set to 0.1. We learnt a policy on 5000
dialogues and tested the learnt policy on 2000 dialogues.
We compare learning with a handcrafted policy tested on
100000 dialogues which always asks the user for an implicit
confirmation and then accepts a slot sli if v Sys (sli ) ≥ 0.5 or
if the number of dialogue turns is superior or equal to 15.
Table 1 contains 95% confidence intervals for the estimated
user satisfaction score and dialogue statistics with the handcrafted policy and with the policies learnt with SBIRL. The
policy learnt with SBIRL improves the performance score by
finding a better compromise between the number of dialogue
turns and task completion. The policy learnt with SBIRL
produces dialogues with, on average, 2 fewer dialogue turns
than the ones resulting of the handcrafted policy and with
sacrificing less than 10% of the task completion value. This
is an important result since the average dialogue duration is
well-known to highly influence user’s satisfaction [23].

5.

E[eλη(H) |H] ≤ e

λ2 σ 2
2

.

Moreover, there exists a finite ρ ≥ 1 such that, almost surely,
1

kA− 2 µ(H)k2
√
≤ ρ.
d
We also recall that for a distribution ν and a function
f ∈ RS , we write
νf = Eν [f (S)].
For a stochastic kernel Q, we have
[Qf ](s) = EQ(.|s) [f (S 0 )].
Therefore, νQ is a distribution such that
EνQ [f ] = Eν [Qf ] = ES∼ν [ES 0 ∼Q(.|S) ][f (S 0 )].

A.

PROPAGATION OF ERRORS: REWARDS

Theorem 1 (Propagation of errors: rewards)
Write λm the minimum eigenvalue of E[µ(H)µ(H)> ] and
λM the maximum eigenvalue of Eν [φ(S)φ(S)> ]. Assume
that θn satisfies R(θn ) ≤ R(θ∗ ) + , then the associated reward satisfies

CONCLUSION

This paper studied the SBIRL algorithm which applies to
a non-standard setting for Inverse Reinforcement Learning
(IRL) relying on annotated trajectories. Trajectories can
be collected using policies that are not assumed to be generated by an expert but are globally scored a posteriori by
such an expert. This setting is much more suitable for many
applications where datasets are already available but with
unreliable quality. Expert’s annotations are supposed to be
noisy and robustness to noise was assessed both theoretically and practically. The theoretical analysis shows that
the algorithm produces a policy that approximates the optimal one at a rate that increases linearly with the number of
scored trajectories. Results of synthetic experiments were
in accordance with theory and also showed that the noise
in the scores is not too influential. These experiments also
provided insights about how unreliable the data should be
to require annotation, preventing the use of standard IRL
methods. An application to spoken dialogue systems, using
real data collected with an actual system, showed that this
method is applicable in practice to learn more efficient interaction policies in a realistic domain (appointment scheduling). In future work, this methodology will be applied to
large scale systems such as human-robot interaction.

λM
.
λm
Proof. First, we use the fact that the risk is a quadratic
form (and that Aθ∗ = b):
Eν [(rθ∗ (S) − rθn (S))2 ] ≤

R(θ) = E[(v − θ> µ(H))2 ] = θ> Aθ − 2θ> b + E[V 2 ]
= kAθ − bk2A−1 + E[V 2 ] − b> A−1 b
= kAθ − bk2A−1 + E[V 2 ] − 2b> θ∗ + θ∗> Aθ∗
= kAθ − bk2A−1 + R(θ∗ )
= kθ − θ∗ k2A + R(θ∗ ).
Similarly, writing C = Eν [φ(S)φ(S)> ], one can easily show
that
Eν [(rθ∗ (S) − rθn (S))2 ] = kθ − θ∗ k2C .
Now, let x ∈ Rd . For a symmetric
and definite positive
√
matrix M , write kxkM = x> M x and SM its Cholesky
decomposition. Write also kM k2 the spectral norm of M .
We have
kxkC =

p

>
x > SC
SC x

= kSC xk2
−1
= kSC SA
SA xk2

APPENDIX

−1
≤ kSC k2 kSA
k2 kSA xk2
λM
=
kxkA .
λm

This appendix recalls the stated theoretical results and proves
them. First, we recall the required assumptions.
Assumption 1
There exists a vector parameter θ∗ ∈ Rd and a centered noise
η such that for any trajectory h = (st )Tt=0 and any associated
score v, one has
v=

T
X

Thus, we have
Eν [(rθ∗ (S) − rθn (S))2 ] = kθ − θ∗ k2C
λM
≤
kθ − θ∗ k2A
λm
λM
=
(R(θn ) − R(θ∗ )).
λm

γ t rθ∗ (st ) + η(h).

t=0

Using the fact that R(θn ) − R(θ∗ ) ≤  proves the result.
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B.

PROPAGATION OF ERRORS: VALUES

Under the same assumptions, with probability at least 1 − δ:
r

Eν 0 [(v∗θ∗ (S) − v

Theorem 2 (Propagation of errors: values)
For a policy π, define Cπ as the smallest coefficient such
that (1 − γ)ν 0 (I − γPπ )−1 ≤ Cπ ν. Assume that θn satisfies
R(θn ) ≤ R(θ∗ ) + , then the associated value satisfies



r
Eν 0 [(v∗θ∗ (S)

−v

rθ∗

rθ
π∗ n

(S))2 ] ≤

2 Cπ∗ + Cπrθn



2 Cπ∗ + Cπrθn
∗

(1 − γ)2

∗

(1 − γ)2

λM
.
λm

vπr ∗ − vπ̂r
≤ vπr ∗ − vπr̂ ∗ + vπ̂r̂ − vπ̂r
= (I − γPπ∗ )−1 (r − r̂) + (I − γPπ̂ )−1 (r̂ − r)
2
Q|r − r̂|
≤
1−γ
1−γ
with Q =
((I − γPπ∗ )−1 + (I − γPπ̂ )−1 ).
2
Notice that Q is a stochastic kernel. We have
Eν 0 [(vπr ∗ (S) − vπ̂r (S))2 ]
2
4
≤
ES∼ν 0 [ ES 0 ∼Q(.|S) [|r(S 0 ) − r̂(S 0 )|] ]
(1 − γ)2
4
≤
ES∼ν 0 [ES 0 ∼Q(.|S) [(r(S 0 ) − r̂(S 0 ))2 ]]
(1 − γ)2
4ES∼ν 0 Q [(r(S) − r̂(S))2 ]
(1 − γ)2
4(Cπ∗ + Cπ̂ )
≤
Eν [(r(S) − r̂(S))2 ]
2(1 − γ)2
2(Cπ∗ + Cπ̂ )
=
Eν [(r(S) − r̂(S))2 ],
(1 − γ)2
=

the second inequality being due to the Jensen’s inequality
and the third one to the definition of Cπ . Using Th. 1 allows
concluding.

FINITE SAMPLE ANALYSIS

Corollary 1
Let δ be such that ln 9δ > max(0, 2.6−ln d). If assumptions 1
and-2 hold and if n ≥ 6ρ2 d ln 9d
, then with probability at
δ
least 1 − δ we have
Eν [(rθ∗ (S) − rθn (S))2 ] ≤
9
δ

+ 2 ln 9δ )

+o

9
δ

+ 2 ln 9δ )

+o

1
.
n

 

σ 2 (d + 2
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